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Level Designer-HollowED (UE4) 
A narrative-driven 3D side-scrolling puzzle game (Capstone 
Project, Free to Play on Steam Finalist for "Best Student Game" for 
The Game Awards 2017) 
Formed a modular kit of assets with environmental artists to optimize level construction process 

Used data-driven iteration of level design after reviewing metrics from play-testing

Kept excel sheets detailing metrics of scenes (i.e., how many times an asset was used, if the asset had to be 

re-scaled)

Worked on a team of seventeen people composed of designers, producers, programmers and artists using 

SCRUM method

Took puzzle grayboxes and developed them into unique scenes that incorporate the game's narrative

Level Designer-A Heart Of Tin (UE4) 
A VR game designed to teach players about  how to support people
with Depression 

Grayboxed entire experience to guide players through the experience

Imported art assets from an art pipeline into UE4Imported art assets from an art pipeline into UE4 

Developed a basic website with html/css to provide information about the game

Organized  pre-existing assets into a folder structure and created an asset list of what was needed to

complete the project

Level Designer-Little Ninja Racers (Unity) 
A 2D side-scrolling racing game 

Built modular level sections to  adapt to procedural level generation 

Used playtesting to iterate level design and balance mechanics

Employed diamond path structures in design to accommodate multiple game mechanics 

Designed unique special abilities and obstacles to enhance gameplay

 Designer-Other Work (UE4, Maya, Rapid Prototyping) 

Modeled and textured assets in Maya and imported them into UE4 to use in levels 

Used Blueprints to trigger scripted events in UE4 and to create materials 

Worked on Rapid Prototyping in small, interdisciplinary teams over two-week periods

Wrote and edited dialogue for story-driven games 

University of Central Florida 
Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy

B.A. in History  

University of Florida (2012-2016) 

M.S. in Interactive Entertainment 

Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy 

University of Central Florida (2016-Present) 

Specialization in Production--Level Design

Game Designer/Level Designer-Orbos (UE4) 
A third-person Multiplayer shooter  

Designed, documented, and iterated on eight unique characters that have multiple abilities

Designed feedback and UI elements to convey gameplay systems and character abilities to players

Mixed audio and used Wwise to create events . Audio was then implemented into the Unreal Project

Created playtest survey questions designed to target specific areas of gameplay like level design, UI, and 

feedback
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